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A WORD FROM THE COORDINATOR

Ashley Ma

As the new coordinator and editor of KannenBright, it is my pleasure to present to you the second edition of our journal.

This year’s edition of KannenBright will hopefully maintain the same contribution to academic life within the undergraduate community that the inaugural edition succeeded in doing. This edition also maintains the same connections with the Department of Theological Studies of Concordia University.

KannenBright has since changed and grown in committee members but the same values concerning submission and selection guidelines established by the inaugural team remain in place. The journal is still a peer reviewed, double blind selection process. The new website (http://artsciweb.concordia.ca/ojs/index.php/kanbri), which maintains the same information as our original website, is now directly affiliated with Concordia University’s Arts and Science Department.

I would like to take a moment and thank the committee of this year as this edition would not have been published without the dedication of its members. I would also like to thank our faculty liaison, Dr. Jean-Michel Roessli and our graduate liaison, Lily-Catherine Johnston for their invaluable time and patience in helping me with the tasks I had as KannenBright’s coordinator.

On behalf of the KannenBright committee, I would also like to extend a word of appreciation to all those who have contributed to this journal and made this issue possible. A special thank you to the following for their generous financial support: Theological Studies Undergraduate Student Association (TSUSA) and Arts and Science Federation of Associations (ASFA).
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